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Now is an opportune moment to take stock of the myriad contributions and interdisciplinary sophistication of Chicana/o history. As the authors of these four complementary and engaging articles show, Chicana/o history has deepened and expanded significantly over the past two decades, both building on and challenging the field's foundational scholarship. It is not possible to embark on a comprehensive study of race, ethnicity, class, gender, or the environment in the U.S. West, Mexican-U.S. borderlands, or much of the United States without consulting Chicana/o history. Moreover, critical approaches to racialization, interethnic dynamics, patterns of gendering and sexuality, and the meanings and limits of citizenship-legal and cultural-have been transformed by theoretical insights developed by Chicana/o scholars. The fine-tuned analytics and optics generated by Chicana/o historians have proven to be exceedingly valuable to scholars seeking to understand and convey experiences and patterns of discrimination, exclusion, empowerment, identity formation, and socioeconomic stratification. As the United States becomes a browner minority-majority country over the coming decades, these tools will only become more intellectually relevant and necessary.
I consider myself profoundly fortunate to have been a fellow traveler whose scholarship has benefited immensely from Chicana/o history. Reading George J. Sánchez's Becoming Mexican American and David Gutiérrez's Walls and Mirrors in graduate school was a revelation. The books reshaped how I thought about race, identity, and American-ness. 1 Long conversations with Chicana/o historians such as Gabriela Arredondo and Ernesto Chávez as I wrote my dissertation and worked on my first book prompted me to approach the history of medicine and public health from perspectives that highlighted interracial interactions and foregrounded Chicana/o communities in the U.S. West. As Natalia Molina smartly points out in her article, how we frame our questions helps to determine what we find and can see in the archives. Without the scholarly influence of Chicana/o historians, colleagues, and friends from roughly the same generational cohorts, it is unlikely I would have found Carmelita Torres, who led the protests in 1917 against the invasive delousing campaign and quarantine mounted by the Public Health Service, in the El Paso Public Library newspaper collections. Nor would I have started to discern patterns of elevated sterilization rates of Mexicanorigin women and men in California state institutions during the eugenics era of the twentieth century, or had tools at the ready to reconstruct Mexican American life experiences while working with documents as biased as surgical authorizations.
The quartet of articles for this special issue, as well as the commentary by Albert Camarillo, demonstrate that Chicana/o history excels at illuminating complexity and also benefits from complex analysis-analysis that can, among other virtues, explode the blackwhite binary and tease out the ambiguous and shifting sands of the legal status of Mexican-origin peoples over time. As he charts the recent wave of scholarship on the nineteenth century, Raúl Ramos astutely recognizes this complexity. He suggests, and Camarillo's groundbreaking Chicanos in a Changing Society demonstrated several decades ago, that recasting the nineteenth century on its own terms, not just as a foil for Chicana/o history in the twentieth century, can yield profound insights about an era fraught with competing colonialisms, moving borders, and changing allegiances among Mexicans, African Americans, Indians, Chinese, and whites.
2 Ramos argues that reconceiving the nineteenth century can result ''in a more complex and situational conceptualization of national identities especially as they affect the place of Mexico and ethnic Mexicans in American history.'' Recent scholarship, such as Anthony Mora's Border Dilemmas: Racial and National Uncertainties in New Mexico, which examines how two neighboring towns redefined their identities and alliances in tandem with redrawn boundary lines between Mexico and the United States, is representative of innovative work on the nineteenth century. Revised understandings of the nineteenth century have the potential to transform historical memory, sometimes soberly reminding us that economic and social equality for Chicana/os has not been linear or progressive, and that erasing the messiness of the past distorts the still-contested terrain of citizenship and belonging.
In her article, Natalia Molina insists on complexity by illustrating how Chicana/o history can benefit from a relational framework. She reminds us that Carey McWilliams was one of the first scholars to apply a relational lens to analyzing Mexican American history and identity. His keen awareness of the multiracial dynamics and tensions in the making of modern California relied on a relational optic that scholars such as Molina have fine-tuned through interrogations of historical sources that go beyond the conventional and expected. She pithily asserts, ''a basic guiding principle for doing research: how you define your research subject shapes your research process and question.'' Applying this principle through relational analysis, Molina echoes what several Asian American historians too have stressed: Twentieth-century racialization should be understood in light of the harsh policies against the Chinese that began in the nineteenth century, which in turn served as a template for anti-Mexican racism even as Mexican Americans were not necessarily immune to Sinophobia. Along these lines, several recent works probe the variegated ways in which Mexican and Chinese communities co-constructed each other, on both sides of the Mexican-U.S. border, during eras when antiimmigrant nativism of varying stripes adversely affected all racialized groups to some degree. 4 Relational analysis requires reading historical materials against the grain and between the lines, as well as encouraging graduate students to search with curiosity for untapped historical sources. In addition to presupposing a racially complex rather than monochromatic landscape, this approach has the added benefit of bolstering the still much-needed work of the historical reconstruction of the everyday in Chicana/o history.
Miroslava Chávez-García concludes her masterful reflection on Chicana history with an invitation to scholars that ''we still have unlimited themes to excavate and studies to produce.'' Leading the reader through the beginnings and blossoming of Chicana/o history, Chávez-Garcia emphasizes that unearthing Chicana experiences, locating Chicana voices, and capturing the intersectionality of the lives of Chicanas requires cross-disciplinary approaches. Musicology, ethnography, and literary analysis, joined with historical research informed by feminist and gender analysis, has produced some of the richest, most evocative, and transformative scholarship in Chicana studies. Moreover, this work should be considered praxis, as lived and theorized by women of color, who often have written from the margins and talked back to misogyny, ethnic nationalism, racism, and homophobia. These articles underscore that there is not one monolithic Chicana/o history but a rich diversity of scholarship that, as Ernesto Chávez eloquently states, coheres around the understanding that ''Mexican Americans are a racialized people, with a unique and fundamentally common history.'' One of the challenges for coming generations of Chicana/o historians will be to maintain a center of gravity for the field as it continues to diversify centripetally in exciting directions. Undoubtedly the commitment to documenting the struggles and victories of Mexicanorigin populations in the United States will remain unswerving and, it could be argued, is more imperative than ever.
The opening anecdotes of Chávez's and Ramos's articles underline that the politics of citizenship and national belonging, and the dividing lines between alien and native, are very fraught today. Even with Barack Obama presiding over perhaps the most racially sensitized modern presidential administration, deportations of undocumented immigrants are at all-time highs, and the greatest expansion ever of health insurance access in the United States excludes undocumented immigrants from all but last resort emergency Medicaid. There is also a strong current of anti-immigrant sentiment, often directed at Mexicans or anyone perceived as Mexican (especially Central Americans), that unoriginally uses many of the stereotypes produced during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including depictions of Mexicans generally as overly dependent freeloaders and Mexican women as hyper-breeders eager to birth anchor babies on U.S. soil. Thus, ethnic Mexicans and Chicana/os continue to struggle for legal recognition and basic human dignity. This struggle extends from courtrooms, immigration centers, and medical facilities into classrooms and debates over whose history matters. Arizona's House Bill 2281, which bans Chicana/o curricula in public schools and was recently found constitutional by a federal judge, is one of the latest assaults on ethnic studies that uses the red herring of reverse racism to categorize Mexican American studies as left-wing and anti-white. 5 Although challenging H.B. 2281 and S.B. 1070, among the most draconian anti-immigration measures in U.S. history, will involve ongoing civil rights litigation, related skirmishes over historical memory and conflicts over which historical actors can populate American identity narratives are also likely to play out. Whether it is Twitter vitriol after a Chicano boy, a native of the Alamo City, Texas, sings the national anthem before a pro basketball game, or efforts of the Mexican American Digital History project to ensure that adequate coverage is given to Chicana/o history in the next revision of California's public school textbooks, historical memory is a critical issue. More mainstream narratives need to incorporate the layered, usable, and accessible stories of the past written by Chicana/o historians. 
